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DEEP! DEEP! DEEP!
IN GOD’S HEART

DEEP! Deep! Deep! in God’s Heart,
(Repeat after each line)

"I AM" sealed each moment, each day!
"I AM" come all else cut away!
I know all the PRESENCE, "I AM"
In the Unfed Flame I stand!
"I AM" God's Mighty Peace so strong!
I hear all Life's Great Cosmic Song!
"I AM" ALL God's Great Cosmic Light!
"I AM" clothed in God's Great Cosmic Might!
I see with God's All-Seeing-Eye!
I see God's Great Glory on High!
"I AM" filled with Joy all unknown!
I hold all my loved ones—my own!
I see all the beauty there is!
I know and have all that is His!
"I AM" ONE with Legions of Light!
"I AM" clothed with Their Armor Bright!
"I AM" NOW Eternally Free!
"I AM" Victory's Great Victory!
"I AM" Love never known on earth!
I have ALL God's Gifts—all Love's Worth!
"I AM" Joy and Glory come thru!
"I AM" Justice and Mercy too!
"I AM" taught ALL I need to know!
On all I can God's Gifts bestow!
I can see and feel everywhere!
Is My Home beyond all compare!
"I AM" ALL God's Wisdom and Power!
I now live each moment, each hour!
I send Healing on Love's Swift Wing!
Eternal Assistance I bring!
Among mankind, I walk and move!
God's Miracles, God's Ways, I prove!
"I AM" only concerned with LIGHT!
"I AM" raised to Victory's Height!
Saint Germain's Freedom I NOW hold!
Daddy's Own Blessed Arms enfold!
Is Jesus, the Ascension too!
Belov'd Nada's Heart’s Flame comes thru!
The Great Divine Director stands!
We hear Him speak the Great Commands!
Cosmos’ Two Secret Rays release!
Lov'd Cuzco makes all discord cease!
Mighty Ray-O-Light blasts all fear!
Lov'd K Seventeen enters here!
God and Goddess of Harmony dwell!
Is Lov'd Victory and His Blest Twelve!
Mighty Archangel Michael stands!
We hold the Maha Chohan's Hands!
Belov'd Astrea assists all!
Glorious Hercules we call!
Mighty Orion’s Love comes thru!
Surya dwells in Flames of Blue!
Sanat Kumara’s Love enfolds!
Lov'd Cyclopea’s Eye beholds!
Mighty Arcturus' Light descends!
The Silent Watcher's Power defends!
Lord Maitreya's Love clothes all in Peace!
Rose of Light’s Love makes all else cease!
The Queen of Light stands blazing clear!
Goddess of Liberty stands here!
The Goddess of Light holds our hands!
The Goddess of Peace, Peace! commands!
The Goddess of Purity loves!
Only Her Substance of Light moves!
The Goddess of Justice helps all!
Lov'd Goddess of Mercy we call!
The Goddess of Music now sings!
The Choir Celestial She brings!
Angels ever sing in God’s Light!
We behold the God of Gold's Might!
The God of Jewels ALL Jewels grow!
The Lov'd God of the Air we know!
The God of Nature moves and lives!
Diana, Goddess of Fire gives!
Lov'd Oromasls’ Fire comes thru!
Saint Cecelia’s Love greets us too!
Belov'd Lanto we see and love!
Leto’s Realms we visit above!
Chananda's Cave of Light, we see!
Cha Ara enfolds you and me!
Belov'd Eriel seals all in Light!
Daphne's Insistence IS God's Might!
Arion's Music thrills us thru!
Fun Way's Joy lifts all of us too!
Amen Bey gives us all His Power!
Mr. Gaylord blesses us each hour!
Beloved Najah helps all too!
Electra Dear protects all we do!
The Lady from England gives all Her Light!
Blest Daniel Rayborn reveals His Might!
Belov'd Mrs. Rayborn joyously sings!
Nada Rayborn's lovely voice rings!
Blest Rex serves America too!
Bob's Mighty Presence comes thru!
Beloved Pearl's Victory helps all!
David Lloyd answers our Heart's Call!
Mr. Kelley pours forth all His Love!
Beloved Rob all Miracles prove!
Beloved Will stands always near!
Blessed Dick protects all we hold dear!
Belov'd Louisa by us stands!
Our Blessed Ada in Love commands!
Our Darling Nada pours forth Her Power!
All Light and Love enfold each hour.
The Cave of Symbols draws David here!
Beloved Faith keeps our way clear!
Blessed Hope pours Light thru each one!
Precious Charity draws Help from the Sun!
The Family from Tucson helps all!
Blest Mary's Assistance we call!
Darling Meta's Healing comes thru!
Lov'd Quan Yin's Mercy clothes us too!
Mighty Pelleur gives His Great Light!
Belov'd Leonora reveals Her Might!
John the Belov'd holds forth His Hands!
Cardinal Bonzano Ascended stands!
Angel Deva from the Jade Temple appears!
The Presence of the Golden Heart hears!

(End of Part I)

—CHANERA
AINT GERMAIN
Beloved Children of the Light, again it is My Pleasure and very great privilege to introduce to you, One who has not dictated before in This Activity.

Will each one of you for a few moments, close your eyes and raise your attention with great earnestness, to your own “Mighty I AM Presence” which will enable the vibratory action of the room to be raised to the point We require? (Silence) I thank you very much.

Is it not peculiar, beloved ones, how determined some people are? For instance, our good brother. He even solicited the assistance of the Messenger, and Victory is his. I am speaking of this, dear ones, while in fun, yet quite seriously; for it is an illustration to every one of you, what a determined call to the Presence will do; and how the Great Ones never once fail to respond, to that great earnest sincere call.

It is My Great Pleasure to introduce to you, Sanat Kumara.

SANAT KUMARA

After so many centuries, beloved Children of the Light, it is wonderful to find so many ready and willing to put forth every effort from within their own consciousness and feeling world, for their Freedom and Attainment.

Mankind is at last awakening into its Eternal Dominion. You cannot yet comprehend what your efforts mean to yourselves, to mankind and to your beloved America! Why do you suppose the Understanding and Explanation of the Three Fold Flame, the Unfed Flame, has been brought to your attention? Because of the Tremendous
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Activity required for the earth today. You, beloved ones, are not only calling for your own Freedom and that of America, but you are rendering a service to the earth, which I have required for more than two million years. It has always required the Assistance of the Cosmic Light, to produce a Definite Permanent Activity for the earth; and necessarily it must come thru mankind, whose forms are the projection of the Mighty Presence of God Individualized, whom you have come to know as your “Mighty I AM Presence”!

You have gone thru much training in these Great Laws, and mistake it not when I say “training”; for every one thus far, drawn under the Radiation of Saint Germain, has had definite training in some embodiment in the past. Today, as you give more and more attention to your “Mighty I AM Presence,” there will be those all over the world who will recall much of the past memory! I do not advise that you give any special attention to it, but naturally, it will come about. That is the desirable way for every quality to manifest within your being. Thru your attention to your Presence, allow It to open the way for everything to come forth in a natural manner.

In all Our Activity, and to the uninitiated, it seems transcendent, yet there is no thing in the Universe that is not practical. That is why Our Beloved Saint Germain has brought to you this practical Understanding of the “Mighty I AM Presence” and Its Application, which I assure you is Invincible. No student of the “I AM,” should ever again doubt or question his or her ability to call the “Mighty I AM Presence” into action, to produce any given result; for no one I trust would ask the Presence to do anything that is not constructive.

Therefore, will you join Me tonight, while I am speaking to you, in accepting your Eternally Sustained Power and Dominion, to call your Mighty Presence into action,
to produce quickly any constructive result? Perhaps it is not necessary for Me to say constructive, because you have been taught that the Presence will not release energy for any destructive purpose. Only as the individual has about him or her an accumulation of energy which he or she can qualify, can any one produce destructive qualities. Will you please remember, that with people who do produce destructive activities, it is only because they are using accumulated energy which has been drawn about them, which they have the authority to qualify.

Knowing, as you do, that energy itself does not discriminate, then you must know as you continue to call your Presence into action, the Love, Wisdom and Power of your Presence, will naturally cause to be qualified with Perfection, the energy which goes thru your form and out into your world, provided your feelings are maintained harmonious. You must realize that, and there is no one who is any exception to the rule. Tonight, I take it for granted and I insist, that the comprehension of every one in the room act with alertness and Full Power!

You who have the Understanding of your “Mighty I AM Presence” and Its Application, are dauntless before the face of men. You are not at the mercy of any condition that exists upon earth, individually, thru conditions or in appearance. Will you not remember that, and in everything that shows an appearance less than Perfection, remember that your call to the Presence is Master of that condition, so far as your individual world is concerned? This is your Authority! If you will not use It, then you must not blame any one, but yourself, if you continue in your limitations. Such conditions are not yours any longer! Even though you have been the creator of the conditions of limitations which you experience, still do I say to you tonight, you are no longer subject to them!

Think of it! You today in physical form, are having
the Authority to wield a Power that only a hundred years ago, required years of training under an Ascended Master. Today, you have had more than two and a half years training under One of the Ascended Masters, who knows perhaps more than any other Ascended Master, the requirements of the children of earth! He has, in His Infinite Patience, given forth This Understanding to those, who care to accept the Glory of an Understanding that is the Eternal Freedom, of every one of mankind who will apply It.

I plead with you tonight, do not ever look for anything greater! There is no such thing in the entire earth, that is greater than This Information and Instruction which Saint Germain has given you. Do not any one be foolish enough, to expect to find It anywhere else.

If I were to stand you, tonight, before a Great Cosmic Mirror and show you the difference in your physical bodies today, than six months ago, you would never forget it thru Eternity. I shall remind you, again tonight, that the Greatest Powers in the Universe are invisible. Because you do not yet see the outer manifestation of the Fulness of the Perfection which you have been calling forth, should be no reason in the world, for any one to question Its Manifestation.

I assure you that there is not one person here, in America or in the world, who is sincere and who actually feels that the Presence is above and that It feeds Life into that one, who cannot quickly free himself or herself.

May I call your attention for a few moments to the conditions that have existed in your city here. Now as Students of Light, you are not beginners. You are those who have comprehension, who are determined and in earnest. Therefore, I speak to you as such; and when I say, that you cannot fail in one single thing in that call of your Presence into action, if you seem to do so, it is only because you still
allow your intellectual doubts and fears to act; or accept the suggestions of uninformed individuals.

I say to you tonight, and you have been magnificent in this, as I observe—most of you—in refusing to enter into discordant destructive qualities of thought and feeling: as long as you, any one of you, allows yourself to dwell in thought and feeling upon discordant things, or you allow your attention to be held upon or to listen to discordant things, just that long, you will remain in your limitations. You are Beings of Light now, beloved ones! You are no longer children groping in the darkness of the lack of understanding; but you are Children of the Light, alert to every requirement, which means your Freedom! You shall remain alert, more and more alert, until you feel the Full Power of your Presence, coming forth into action at any moment, like a Flash of Lightning.

Don’t accept the human sense requirements of time any longer in your Life. Suppose, you do find a necessity of time, yet as long as you accept it in your intellect and feeling, still will you continue in the human sense limitations of time; but if you will say—even though the appearance is still there, if you will assert and feel in your feeling: that no longer am I subject to the human sense of time; then, you will allow your Presence to set aside fully time and space for you; so far as the Activity of your Presence is concerned in your Life.

Remember, you are—you have become the decreer of your world! Remember, you have taken the Authority, the rest remains with you! All Power is here! All Authority is here! You have the Full Authority to call this Authority into action here, in the world of mankind.

Think what the Great Himalaya said to you the other night—what He would give to have such a Group of people as this in India. In one year, He would transform half her people. Think of it! Beloved ones, will you not feel
that this is no longer idle talk? You have entered into a Mighty Light—the Extreme Light of the Universe! Don’t let your intellect any longer make you think of It in any wishy-washy manner.

These are Definite, Mighty Laws, even though these Words in which They are clothed sound simple. I say to you, that the unfortunate creatures who have criticized the simplicity of the language used, which is bringing this Freedom to mankind, are pitiful to behold! What would be the object in Our using language that mankind did not understand? Ignorance is the only thing that clothes in words, that which the average individual cannot comprehend. Great and wise ones always use simple language which even a child may understand; and you will find one day, when you have freed yourselves from these human forms of limitation, that in those Great Octaves of Light, even more simple than today, is the expression used.

When all vanity and intellectual pride have disappeared, THEN WILL MANKIND BECOME THE MASTER OF THEIR WORLD AGAIN. Do you not observe the Messenger, beloved Ones? I am sure you will pardon Me, for using this illustration. Look at the Messenger before you! The greater the Understanding, the more humble and simple he becomes, the more natural, and there isn’t any condition now that can make him unnatural. That is why, beloved ones, these tremendous things can be done, because of his great humbleness; and so it is with every Student of the “I AM” throughout America and the world. Until the students can really feel humbleness within their feeling world, they will still find things to overcome; but with sincere humbleness, it allows the Power of the Presence to flow thru more quickly, with Greater Dissolving Activity, removing all imperfections.

You have been taught to use the Violet Consuming Flame. The other part of that Activity, of which so far,
We have not permitted much to be said, is in the call of this Mighty Energy from the Presence, expanding the Light within every cell of your bodies. DO YOU QUITE REALIZE THE IMMENSITY OF THAT AUTHORITY AND ACTIVITY WHICH IS YOURS? IF YOU BUT REALIZED IT, BELOVED ONES, IN A FEW MIGHTY CALLS TO YOUR PRESENCE, AFTER HAVING USED THE VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME FOR SOME WEEKS OR MONTHS, YOU COULD SWEEP OUT ALL IMPERFECTION. Thru the Expansion of the Light within every cell of your body—called forth from the Presence, you could dissolve every vestige of imperfection, which still remains within your human structure. It is only because you doubt—in the feelings, that you do not have the greater results!

Now, no one is criticising you for that; but I am explaining tonight, the reason for these things; and then, I shall proceed to govern, or help you to govern, the Activity which sets you free, from every unknown remaining quality that exists in your feeling world.

The Messengers have told you repeatedly, to call the Presence into action, to take out of your feeling world, anything that might be there obstructing the way. Now, tonight and while I am speaking, I shall set this into action for every one of you, and for all those throughout America and the world, for to Me there is no time nor space, as you know.

May I ask you in your future work, to give just a little more attention to calling forth the energy from the Presence and FEEL It expand the Light within every cell of your body; so it just dissolves every imperfection which is there? These are Mighty Activities, and, as the human element gets out of the way, you will find, shall I say, stupendous results! I mean this—every word of it.

In this Amazing Assistance which the Divine Director...
has been giving you for several months, will you not ap­preciate it? I know you want to, but intensify it in this Way—BY YOUR FEELING. Don’t just think of it with your intellect, but feel that Mighty Activity; and after tonight, you will feel It unquestionably. You will feel that Light expand, within every cell of your body at your call to the Presence, and make no mistake about it. You are no longer held in any bondage of your own creations! Do not forget that; and knowing that you know the Power of your Presence is all Authority, and the Law of Life compels the release at your call to flow forth; then, according to your power of qualification, you can draw It forth without limit.

May I remind you tonight, of two things? You, from the intellect, can hold your attention upon a given objective; but you don’t always govern your power of qualification! Now then, ask the Presence to take complete command of your visualization, your attention and your power of qualification; and COMPEL them all to act, according to the Perfection which the Presence is. Stop forever, any qualification by the human feeling within you, to longer act within your world. Then, you will definitely enter into the Fulness of that Power for which you are calling.

Do you want to be free? Of course you do—every one of you! Then, I say to you: Stop all discordant conversation! Stop all activity of discordant feeling within you; and then see how quickly your call to the Presence will produce results. Do not allow your human intellect longer to assert itself, because of the appearance world.

I say to you tonight, if you will allow Us to assist you, the Victory of your Freedom shall be swift! We cannot compel you to do certain things—the Law of your Life does not permit it; but We offer Suggestions and many times, if you will read between the lines, you will in your feeling
understand more fully some things, which We may not put in plain words to you!

Remember, We have offered Unlimited Assistance to every sincere student in America and the world! Does that mean much to you? If you but KNOW It, It means your Certain Victory! Don’t accept any longer anything from the appearance world; and then, as you call your Presence into action, you will find Its Dominion taking command and your struggles will cease! Mankind never was intended to struggle! Only because they have so forgotten the Source of all Power, that in the endeavor to do things from the human or outer standpoint, their struggle has grown greater, until today, the great majority of mankind know not which way to turn.

You have had the privilege of This Understanding—This Mighty Application! Should you ever fear anything again? I cannot imagine it! You, who have become aware of your "Mighty I AM Presence," and then to think any condition in the outer world has longer any power to disturb or limit you! Say: Be thou gone, Oh appearance world! Your Power is gone! My Power is here with my "Mighty I AM Presence"; and Its Authority is without limit! Before that Presence, all the appearance world must dissolve and disappear.

Ere so long, in the Out-pouring of this Great Cosmic Light, It is taking Its Dominion in the world of mankind! So, if you choose to enter into the Activity of your "Mighty I AM Presence," you will work in co-operation with that Great Cosmic Light, which is your Certain Victory and Freedom! Remember, in your call to the Presence, for all others of mankind who do not yet understand, you will produce Mighty Results for them also!

I say to you, do not condemn! If an appearance is there, call the Presence into action to help that individual; and then, you are not building into your world, further con-
ditions to be dissolved. Your authority is alone for your world! Feel that definitely! Then, as your Light expands, you will be of Inestimable Assistance to everyone who touches the hem of your garment—your world!

So tonight, I leave with you My Blessings, My Love, and I clothe you in My Mantle of Light; that It be sustained, until your full Victory and Freedom from limitations is complete; your Ascension is attained and you enter into that Octave where the Power of the Light Is Eternal and Supreme.

I thank you.

* * * *

GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

I am sure there is not one of you who when you have accomplished something, have not felt a rejoicing that can come alone from that. After so many centuries of dominion of the human self, your power of dominion now conciously brought into action in the call to your Presence, is the greatest happiness that can come to one in human form.

SAINT GERMAIN

Never weary of your application, because that is the Open Door-way to your Dominion and Freedom forever!

SAINT GERMAIN

There is not one single excuse for any human being feeling doubt toward This Work or the Messengers — not one single excuse. The books are simple, plain and substantial. The teachings are plain, practical and substantial and the Messengers have never said one solitary thing to which any sane individual can take exception.
ELOVED CHILDREN of the Light, since the time has arrived when the earth needs Assistance to respond to the Expanding Light in mankind; tonight, We begin the Great Spectacle, within and on the surface of the earth.

You have been calling for all destructive substance—all that injures or destroys mankind, to wither and disappear from the earth. Tonight that begins! We are very grateful to find the people today, ready to respond and even to make the call, for the release from that which at one time, seemed to be within their desire world. Now, they have come to know, it was rendering them helpless, before the face of all their fellow-men.

I refer to the dope condition which has spread its tentacles throughout the entire world! THIS MUST BE DESTROYED FROM THE EARTH! EVERYTHING THAT HAS A SIMILAR EFFECT SHALL WITHER AND DISAPPEAR FROM THE EARTH! THE PRESENT NARCOTICS WHICH ARE USED IN MEDICAL ACTIVITIES WILL BE REPLACED BY THAT WHICH DOES NOT BRING INJURY TO MANKIND.

Mankind needs Self-control! It needs the Authority of Life within the body, within the human form! Today, the Perfection of Life, Must be drawn into the physical octave and regain the Dominion which It once held! It must come forth right here in your America; for this is the spot, where the pilgrimage of mankind upon earth began!

Of all the vast civilizations which have come and gone,
the records of them still remain; and all mankind will one
day have access to them and know all that has really been.
The research of the outer world cannot possibly determine
all that has gone before; but the records kept through four
and a half million years, will show to mankind the Evi-
dence and the Truth of all that has gone before. Today
is the beginning of the dissolving of all human concepts;
of all that has confused and misled mankind; and of the
failure to expand the Perfection of Life and all it contains
for them.

Therefore, in your remaining pilgrimage upon this
earth, gain Self-control, because for some of you, it will
be a comparatively short time, until you have your Eternal
Freedom from the earth. You can be indeed most grateful
and thankful to Life and to your Beloved Saint Germain!
He has drawn your attention to these things! Then, He
has prepared the way. He has sought into the Inner Secrets
and Heart Center of Life, to bring forth to you, this Im-
measurable Assistance which is being given mankind today!

You have been somewhat concerned in your desire for
all to quickly understand this Great Truth! I say to you,
be not distressed! When this Great Wave from within
the Heart of mankind strikes, you will not find places large
enough, to hold your audiences! I assure you the Light,
beloved children of the earth, is taking its Dominion upon
this earth! Mankind cannot stop it, but they will bow in
obedience to it; and be only too happy to, when they see
the Perfection, which it will bring forth to them!

The people have not understood, how to give obedience
to Life or that it really was necessary. They have been
expecting Life to do for them, what it could not do without
their obedience! Therefore, I say to you, that in this Un-
derstanding of all who have come into this Light thus
far, will you be the Nucleus, the Great Torch-light bring-
ing to all mankind, that which is your Blessing today?
You always understand in your outer world of activity, when things are ready at a certain point, it always goes with much greater power and speed, and that of course is because of momentum gained; but This Light is taking Its Dominion upon this earth; and will go forth with tremendously greater speed from the beginning of this year—from this class! Therefore, you can watch Its Progress, if you like; but rather watch the Source of your own Life, that you may have Its Great Perfection, flowing forth into your body and your world of action!

Since I am the Director of all the Currents of Energy to Nature, to all that gives you food; then, it is well, that you have called to Me to remove that substance which is injurious to mankind. The ingenuity of mankind in the flesh, which has drawn forth some of the Secrets of Life, which have become so destructive to mankind, shall also be forgotten!

All intoxicating liquors shall vanish from the earth, (applause) and it is well; for the poison of the serpent is not so dangerous! The serpent would take you out of your physical body, but that which enters into your feeling world, thru the constant use of tobacco and intoxicants of all description, makes a record that holds mankind bound for life-time after life-time. They have not understood this; but since they are beginning to understand, then they will leave it entirely alone.

I say to you business men of America, the frightful belief that mankind must use intoxicants to become sociable in your business world, is a travesty on Life! In your business dealings, you need all of your faculties clear and not confused! Because a man is weak enough to allow himself to become intoxicated, he becomes a prey to those who want to influence him. Then is he unfortunate indeed, and thousands of fortunes have been lost because of just that.

You as Students of the Light who understand all these
activities, be so firm and unyielding, that never once are you drawn into the net of that condition, which would make you incapable of knowing your own mind!

One other thing, you will be very grateful for and it is, that the power of destructive mental influence, begins the loss of its control tonight! (applause) Hypnotic influence will become unknown upon this earth! (applause) When mankind are entirely released from this influence, they will feel, as if they have awakened into a new world! The great mass of mankind is influenced so powerfully today, by mental power exerted—ofttimes by unscrupulous individuals. Only were you in the place of the Messengers, would you know to how great a degree this has come about.

That is why the influence, the mental power of mankind over each other, must cease; and as mankind then understand the giving of their attention to the “I AM” Presence of Life; and receive and give Its Gifts, will It bring about such Happiness and Perfection, as the earth has not known in more than two million years.

Since We are the Directors, the Authority for these Great Currents of Life, We have found that mankind insists on going on, and on, utilizing destructive forces, until the Great Central Focus of Power to this System of worlds, has demanded this change be made! Therefore, from time to time, steps will be taken, to prevent mankind acting destructively upon each other; and I consider it one of the Greatest Blessings taken upon this earth; to restore the earth to Its Pristine Purity and Perfection, which it once knew.

You who are gathered here tonight, could you believe that once the earth bore forth such Perfection; such profusion of abundance of every kind of sustenance for mankind, that they made no effort to cultivate nature; because Its Lavish Gifts were there—placed there by whom? By Myself. (applause) Since the discord grew so great in man-
kind—anger, hatred and all those qualities—their destruction became so powerful, it imposed itself upon My Creation, which I had given for the Blessing of mankind! Then, I made much less effort to sustain and supply them; knowing that mankind must have the experience which would one day redeem them into the Light! That has been a long time coming; but It has arrived and will lift the people out of their limitations and distress; as if being lifted by Magical Power, yet It will be the Natural Action of Life!

I wish you, as a body of students, tonight, to understand and realize all-powerfully, the Privilege that is yours! Since you have lived so long, in the limitations of Life and are coming to the point where the labor for the sustenance of Life has become so great—not necessarily so, because it has been compelled by mankind themselves; then you are fortunate in being here, at a time when the Great Central Focus of Light, Wisdom and Power has said to the earth: this change must take place!

We, as the Directors of those Mighty Currents of Energy, in obedience to that Great Central Power of which We are the Representatives, find a Great Joy, in being able to release mankind from the conditions of their own creation! Many of you will be here to see it; for there will also come a general semi-tropical climate. When enough of mankind's discord is released from the earth, the earth will take on the Substance which I bring to replace the discord. After mankind have destructively charged the substance of Nature, that discord must be consumed; then the earth will blossom forth! There will be no such thing as a waste of the Sustenance of Life, which Nature, as you call It, has brought forth to bless you. Yet what you call Nature is Myself! (applause)

I am trying earnestly to have you understand, that there is no blind force acting anywhere in the Universe! All is under a Mighty Direction. Even the storms which you
think are inevitable in certain parts of the earth, are governed by destructive forces! That destructive activity too, will vanish from the earth, as all black magicians have been removed.

It is difficult for you to understand how, that thru the centuries of mankind’s discordant creation, forces have taken that up, charged and held it in action, to loose it upon mankind. I say to you, who have read the book “She,” remember how she called forth the elements at her bidding! That is not imagination! That actually took place upon this earth! For you will understand, when people have retained their bodies for thousands of years, they gain tremendous Power and Wisdom.

When you are dealing with the Forces of the Elements, remember those individuals have not thought and felt as you do today; for they knew, that there was no such thing as death; therefore, in taking command of and in governing the people, they thought nothing of disposing of the bodies; because they knew there was no death! That too had to be corrected; and not for many many centuries has anything of that kind taken place; but these are all activities, which mankind have drawn about themselves.

Now, do you wonder that I say, you are most fortunate in coming into This Understanding of Life, which has taught you how to manipulate Energy, Force and Light Rays, in a wholly Constructive Activity? Some of you do not quite realize it, but you are at the point, where you can utilize these Activities of Life in a magnificent manner! You can assert yourselves, beloved children of the earth; and utilize these Constructive Powers of Life, of Light, of Energy! They are at your command and you need not be subject to any kind of destructive force in the Understanding of Life!

Life is the Governor of the Universe. Life is everywhere! You are Its Individualized Focus! Again I say,
how fortunate you are in having before you the Truth of your Reality, your connection with the Almighty Focus of Life, which makes you Master of yourself and your world, if you only believe it and set it into action. Then I say to you, are you not fortunate? I trust that none of you, will ever fail to remind yourselves once each day, how fortunate you are!

Your ability to call forth the Powers of Life, is already sufficient to set you Eternally Free! I would suggest, that you take a thorough inventory of yourselves now; for you are going to be called upon by many people, to explain this Great Truth of Life; and you will need to know It correctly!

I say to you, you cannot spend any time so valuably in your pilgrimage, as to use every hour you can to study those books; and make yourselves familiar with this Almighty Law of Life! The Explanation is clear, It is simple, It is accurate! If you will do this, you will find yourselves in a position to render a service to your fellow-men, that you will one day see, has been your very great opportunity!

We are soon entering into this Great Wave of Light which will pass over mankind; and you will not be able to supply these books fast enough, for they are called forth by Life—not because it happens to be the experience of the Messenger; but because Life has made him the observer, and brought This Truth forth for your Great Enlightenment—for your Great Freedom!

I say to you, prepare yourselves, for should these classes be closed to all but the students who are prepared; you will find yourselves entering into a wholly new world! Then, you must be ready to give this Assistance to others less fortunate than yourselves.

Try to understand that this is an Activity of Life, which is surging forth by the Power of Light. It is the Activity of Life, surging forth to bring Its Almighty Blessing to mankind. It is not a matter of the Messengers, but your Saint
Germain, having been the One, under whose Ray and Power of Action, the earth comes at this time, has been your Greatest Benefactor (applause) in more than two million years!

Therefore, I know you are grateful! Be more grateful, as time goes on; for as the Great Light within you expands; and you become the governor of yourselves and many other conditions, then will you see, what This Light means to you.

In all this great preparatory work, the great patience of the Messengers, being willing to serve so sincerely, it is very very wonderful, even to Me, to see your gratitude, your very great Love; and may I say your very sincere Love that pours out to them. It is well! (applause) Since We have loved you and all mankind sufficiently, to prepare Nature that she supply you abundantly; then they too have loved you enough, to bring the Great Law of Life to your attention, that you might study and apply It.

Lose no opportunity! Waste no hour in idle talk, when you might study and familiarize yourselves with This Law and Power of Light—a part of yourselves; a part of you in action; that you may have the Glory of It and be the limitless beneficiary of all It brings to you! Therefore, realize how great is your privilege.

Now as you begin this Permanent Definite Activity, and have in this class; then no longer think of your application—the Understanding of Life, as just for your individual Perfection; but think of It, as a Blessing which you can pour forth to Nature; to all Life and to your fellow-man, and to your America; for a nation is the mind of its people.

Do you wonder that your nation while far more wonderful than the rest of the earth, do you wonder why chaos reigns in your nation today? Because of men’s minds. They are currents of energy being destructively charged! They believe, that they can seize and prey upon each other, and
a few prey upon all of you! I say that shall stop! No longer may mankind prey upon each other; (applause) or prey upon Nature and grow that for the destruction of mankind! (applause)

Nature is prepared, perhaps I should say, is being prepared, to render you a Mighty Service from within the surface of the earth, and from its outer surface. The Powers of the various elements are being called into action; and you will see such changes, as would seem incredible to you today. We call your attention to it from time to time, that you may see the Fulfillment.

This is in no wise any sense of prophecy, not at all; but just that you may see the Activity, as step by step you move forward, in the application and the understanding of Life; all of which is Perfectly Natural, your own self! It is a vastly different thing in thinking of some great mysterious action that is outside of yourself; and all that We shall do, all that you shall do, or anyone do for you, will all be the One Almighty Action of Life, which is your Life.

All human sense of mystery, concerning Life will disappear; and mankind will know Life for just what It is; and know how to call forth Its Perfection and know how to wield the Mighty Light Rays.

As you observe here (pointing to the Chart) my dear children of earth, how can you fail to comprehend Your Own Reality when you see the Activity thru this Animated Chart? How can you fail to grasp It, and immediately set It into action to produce Perfection for you? Those Light Rays, which belong to you, are a part of you; and This Light which is about your heart, which you have the right and privilege to call into action to perform any service; WHEN YOU KNOW THERE IS NO OPPOSITION TO THIS LIGHT, NO RESISTANCE, WHY DON'T YOU USE IT WITH EARNEST DETERMINATION, AND SEE HOW QUICKLY
ALL DISCORD WILL VANISH FROM YOUR WORLD.

As the Great Divine Director told you this afternoon, if you will draw that Power of Light down and project it out into your world, even as a Radiance, still will there be no destructive force have power to affect you; because that Light knows no opposite! Oh, how We want you to understand that, then you will have the confidence in your application that is essential! After awhile, you won’t require It, because you will have the confidence by actual experience in the application; but just now, keep yourselves reminded in the projection of the Light Rays, which is the Power of Action in the Presence of Life; then, you at once, step into the confidence of your application, that makes you Invincible at once. Why wait!

In pouring forth this Radiance and calling your attention to the changes which must take place, tonight, remember you are a part of It; because you have been calling It forth! Now, I have just told you, that I am the Director of these Currents of Energy, to change vegetation and conditions upon the face of the earth, then why not you?

I say to you, on your lawns or your garden spots, on your trees, try it out and see how much you can do! Bless your gardens! Bless your trees and see how much more beautiful, they will become. Then, you will correct and annul the discord of mankind which has registered in nature.

Look at all the lavish abundance I have produced in your great forests, yet mankind in its thoughtlessness has burned thousands and thousands of acres of that, which has taken Nature many years to produce! Look at your beautiful mountains, many of them burned today, requiring years under the old activity to again reproduce them. That is mankind’s destructive impulse.

What do you think happens, when the lightning strikes
and sets on fire your forests? That is no part of My Activity of Nature; but it is the drawing of destructive forces by destructive individuals, to produce that result. Those are the conditions in which you are living, children of earth; and within your hands today, is the Scepter of Power to correct it all. Will you remember that, and will you do your utmost in your call to Life, individually and collectively to continue this Mighty Service, your assistance to America? Then, as this is brought into control, bless and bless all that I have provided for you; that you may have abundance of every good thing, and no one have a single desire to waste anything!

I have provided lavish abundance for all the sustenance of mankind; and yet a few of mankind claim control of it, and leave their brothers and sisters to starve for the lack of the exchange to buy it; when it never belonged to any of them. Let us understand Life and in your call to Life, Life will become your Almighty Counsel of Defense; then, you will know your Dominion! Then, you will know that in your attention to Life, is the Fulness of all—everything you require.

Too long, too long have mankind preyed upon each other, and after hundreds of thousands of years, do you not think, that I am grateful to the Great Central Focus of Energy and Power to this System, has made it possible for Me who wield these Powers and Currents of Energy, to give this Assistance to release mankind?

Try to realize as never before your privilege, your opportunity, your Blessing which is here for you! Render your service, beloved ones, with all the joy and full feeling of the Authority which is yours in the call to Life; because if you are sincere, there can no wrong come, for in calling to your Presence, Love, Wisdom and Power is the Intelligence acting; and you could not make mistakes; but you must be willing to give such harmonious obedience, that
quickly will all human desires be raised into the desire of Life, which your Great Presence of Life, thru your Higher Mental Body, sets into action at your point in the Universe. That is Perfect Co-operation with Life.

Surely, the Radiance in this room tonight, means that every one of you is ready to give that obedience to Life! Oh, you are hardly expected to change wholly over night, but with your sincere desire for Perfection, the Presence of Life will assist you, to quickly come into a wholly constructive feeling, in your feeling world which will allow the Powers of Life to flow forth untouched by human qualification. Then, will you have entered into your world of Perfection and know a Joy, a Happiness unknown, until you do this. Then, will you feel the Blessing which you are to Nature, to mankind and to Life!

Think what a joy to change from a destructive activity of imposing upon Life greater and greater disturbance; to pouring upon Life, your Blessing and Perfection, that It may render Its Blessings to all, and bring forth Its Perfection in the life and activity of all mankind.

Remember, in your call to Life, in your call to Us, you are only calling to the more advanced Part of yourself; for there is the One Great Life and you are a part of It. We are the advanced Part of It. Therefore, We are in a position to assist you, in raising into the Perfection which We are! It is a perfectly natural process. Try to feel It deep, deep! Try to enter into It with more and more determination; more and more activity, and have the Blessing, the Eternal Activity of the Perfection of Life, flowing forth into your world; to bring Its Happiness, Its Dominion, Its Perfection and Its Health which is Eternal, in Its Great Almighty Perfection!

I thank you.
GEMS OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

In the accumulation of the human within the Life Stream, that discord cannot get out of its octave here. Now the Higher Mental Body is Perfect, and all that is above the human octave is Perfect. The Higher Mental Body of that Life Stream is not responsible for the things that the human does; unless the human is calling to It for direction and did not get it. That is how Life has so provided that all mankind’s accumulation waits for them here in the human octave, until they return again into embodiment.

SAINT GERMAIN

I say to you, that This Understanding as I have brought It forth concerning the “I AM,” will stand just as It is, for thousands of years; because It is the TRUTH OF LIFE, and It is the ONLY Explanation that has ever been given to the outer world. These foolish individuals who claim to know something about It, well they just don’t! That is the comical thing about it!

SAINT GERMAIN

You are master of your bodies. Don’t humor your human atoms a particle and don’t fear them, but say to them: “Get into action now and stop that nonsense”! Be absolute in handling your physical bodies, don’t let them master you.

K-17

A thing can act thru the feeling world and get the feelings stirred into action before the individual is aware of it. That is why you should be so constantly on guard, about any disturbing condition or desire to criticise each other or any condition, which would open you to the forces that are acting in those destructive qualities.

K-17

Dear ones, if you really knew and understood the Authority and Power which each one of you has to say to a condition, whatever it is, that has an appearance of destructive activity; “You have no power,” and know it was the Power of Light from your Presence going forth into that, you could perform wonders.
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
“I AM” STUDY GROUPS

It is our privilege and joy to announce the formation of “I AM” Study Groups for those of the Ascended Master Youth who are the young married people that have formerly been in the “I AM” Ascended Master Youth Groups.

This will give the younger married people a chance to carry on their Study Group Activities in a group by themselves, where their particular interests can be protected and all the help possible given them, to illumine their way and help them decree for the Victory of Light and the Protection of Our Country.

We will do everything in our power to assist them, and to enfold them in all the Perfection, Victory and Freedom of the Ascended Masters for which we know how to call.

These very precious ones can hold the Group Meetings where the regular outline, Special Decrees, and all the Music of the Spheres can go forth constantly to help all.

So, as these “I AM” Young People’s Groups come into action, all will have some activity which is compatible with the service to the Light in which they are most harmonious.

With all the Love, Blessings and Gratitude of our hearts and enfolding you all in the Light and Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns, “I AM” with you always.

LOTUS RAY KING
Beloved Students:

Because of the outer world commercial conditions today, we are using a different grade of paper, from that which we formerly used in the "Voice of the 'I AM'". We ask that you bear with us, until conditions are such, that we can use the same kind we did formerly.

It has also become necessary for us to increase the prices on various items. We ask that you consult the list under the heading of SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, in the back of this Magazine before you order, as this list has been brought up to date and gives the correct prices.

We also call your attention to the "Publisher's Notice" in this Issue, wherein we make the announcement, that the yearly Subscriptions to the "Voice of the 'I AM'" will begin with January of each year, instead of March, and that allowance will be made for the two unexpired months of the 1942 subscriptions.

* * * *

We again call your attention to the matter of not using the U. S. Mails at this time, or sending P.O.M.O.'s to either me individually, the Saint Germain Press, Inc. or Saint Germain Foundation. You can send checks, drafts or Express Money Orders made payable to either of the above, so long as you do not send them to us direct thru the mail.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD
PUBLISHER'S NOTICE

Beginning with January 1943 the yearly subscriptions to the "Voice of the 'I AM'" will start with January and end with December 1943. Allowance will be made for the two months of unexpired 1942 Subscriptions.

Subscription Prices for the year 1943 will be $2.96 in America and $3.33 in foreign lands. This applies to the year 1943 only, because of the reduction made for the two unexpired months of 1942.

All back issues may be secured at any time, either by single copies at 35c each (40c in Canada and foreign countries) or in attractive bound volumes containing one year's issues, priced at $5.50.

In the future, all subscriptions start with January of each year.

Your change of address must reach this office not later than the 10th of the month in order to assure that month's issue being sent to the new address, on the regular shipping date. Your co-operation will be appreciated and our service to you assured.

Send ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ORDERS to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, Inc., Santa Fe, N. Mex. Accompany same with either checks, drafts, or Express Money Orders made payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Please do not send P.O.M.O.'s.

We extend to all, our deep appreciation of your cooperation in the past and assure you, we will do our utmost to serve you promptly, making reservations because of outer world conditions today.

We thank and Bless all forever

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC. PUBLISHER
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PROTECTION
OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this Instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED — FOREVER — that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
DECREE BOOKLETS

Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:

1. Opulence and Supply
2. Violet Flame and Healing
3. "I AM" America's Freedom
4. "I AM" Light Decrees
5. Purpose of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities (Small booklet giving short résumé of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activities.)
6. Our Messenger's "I AM" Speaks

Price of these Booklets each 30c, plus shipping charges; with the exception of Nos. 1 and 5. Present supply of No. 1 will be sold for 20c each, plus shipping charges. No. 5 sells for 15c each, plus shipping charges.

PLAYBACKS AND RECORDS

We will notify you as soon as our next order of Playbacks is released. Playback records are available. This applies to the new 33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records containing Mrs. Ballard's talks on the Law of Life and Its Application, and the Musical Playback Records as listed hereafter.

Price Playback Records $5.25 each—Shipping charges extra
(Note: All Playback Records are sold direct from the Santa Fe Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>200-A</th>
<th>Light of My Heart (Duet)</th>
<th>Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200-B</td>
<td>Rose of Light (Duet)</td>
<td>Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| N 100-A | Song of the Violet Flame (Duet) | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 100-B | Lotus My Love                  | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 101-A | Goddess of Purity (Duet)       | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 101-B | Silent Sentinel (Duet)         | Lotus Ray King, Harp Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ |
| N 102-A | "I AM" Decrees—Part I September 1941 Shrine Class |
| N 102-B | "I AM" Decrees—Part II September 1941 Shrine Class |
201-A Son of Light (Duet) ...................................................... Lotus Ray King, Harp
202-B Call to Light (Duet) ...................................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
203-A Rainbow Rays (Duet) ..................................................... Lotus Ray King, Harp
202-B Oh, World Victorious (Duet) ......................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
505-A America Our Own Beloved Land .................................... Sung by Minute Men of Saint Germain
505-B Silent Sentinel ................................................................ Lotus Ray King, Harp

1000-A "I AM" Come (Duet) ................................................. Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
1000-B Dedication .................................................................. Donald Ray King

Price of Record No. 1000 is $2.65—Shipping Charges extra.

RR-1201 Invocation .............................................. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald
RR-1202 Contemplation (Silent Night) Harp ......................... Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203 Benediction .................................................. Mrs. Ballard and Donald
RR-1247 Contemplation (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp .... Mrs. Ballard

3300-A Invocation No. 1 (Shrine Class) ............................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3300-B Invocation No. 2 (Shrine Class) ............................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3301-A Benediction (Shrine Class) ........................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard
3301-B Benediction (Shrine Class) ........................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-A Invocation (Shrine Class) .......................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-B There Is No Death (Shrine Class) ......................... Mr. G. W. Ballard

* 3303-A Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-B Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-C Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-D Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-E Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3303-F Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) Mr. G. W. Ballard

*(The 3303 Series comprises one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set.)

* 3304-A Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .............. Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-B Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .............. Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-C Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .............. Mr. G. W. Ballard
* 3304-D Invocation and Explanation of the Chart .............. Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3305-A | This Truth, Love and Harmony | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3305-B | This Truth, Love and Harmony | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3306-A | True Understanding of Divine Love | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3306-B | True Understanding of Divine Love | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3307-A | Calling the Presence | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3307-B | Calling the Presence | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3308-A | Helping All Mankind | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3308-B | Helping All Mankind | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3309-A | Invocation (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3309-B | Benediction (Shrine Class) | Mr. G. W. Ballard |

* 3310-A  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-B  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-C  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-D  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-E  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-F  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-G  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-H  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-I  Excerpts from Victory's Dictation—July 1938 | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-J  Adoration to Mighty Victory | Mr. G. W. Ballard
| 3310-K  Benediction |

*NOTE: (The 3304 Series and the 3310 Series are each one afternoon's talks and should be sold together.)

The above records are suitable for individual use or for contemplation in “I AM” Study Groups.

(All Records are sold and shipped direct from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc. Use checks, drafts, Express Money Orders, but no P.O.M.O.'s. Make Payable to the Saint Germain Press, Inc.)

Price all Phonograph and Victrola Records each (double faced) made of Blue transparent material $3.15—Shipping charges extra
NOTICE

We still have a few records made of black material, available. The following are the Numbers:

- 503-A Rainbow Rays .............................................. Instrumental and Vocal
- 503-B Oh World Victorious ...........................................
- 1002-A Rainbow Rays ................................................ Instrumental and Vocal
- 1002-B Dedication to Rainbow Rays ..................................... Lotus Ray King
- 3300-A Invocation No. I .............................................. Godfre Ray
- 3300-B Invocation No. II ............................................. King
- 3301-A Benediction No. I ............................................. Godfre Ray
- 3301-B Benediction No. II ............................................... King
- 3302-A Invocation .......................................................... Godfre Ray
- 3302-B There is No Death ............................................... King
- 3303-A Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... Godfre Ray
- 3303-B Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... King
- 3303-C Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... Godfre Ray
- 3303-D Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... King
- 3303-E Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... Godfre Ray
- 3303-F Beginning of the "I AM" Dictations ..................... King

Record No. 503 and Records Nos. 3300, 3301, and 3302 are available at the reduced price of $2.00, f.o.b. Santa Fe.

Record No. 1002 costs $1.50.

Packing and shipping charges 60c, provided not more than two records in a shipment.

Records Nos. 3303 A-B, C-D, E-F, sell in sets of three, at $5.50 per set—f.o.b. Santa Fe.

Packing and shipping charges 80 cents per set. We have 19 sets left.
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I ............................................ By Godfre Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50 — Shipping charges 40c

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II ........................................ By Godfre Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters'
Application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75 — Shipping Charges 40c

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES, Volume V
Parts 1 and 2 ................................................................. By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the
"Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75 — Shipping charges 40c

THE ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES, Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses, with three color plates, dictated before
hundreds of students.
Price $2.75 — Shipping charges 40c

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, with three color plates, dictated
before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES, Volume VIII ............... By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses, with two color plates, dictated by
the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students.
Price $3.00 — Shipping charges 40c

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS .................................... By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations
Price $1.00 — Shipping charges 35c

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
Loose-Leaf Binder in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint
Germain Series. To hold special "I AM" Decrees and Songs. These De-
crees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which holds
about 150 leaves (300 pages). Price Binder $1.25—Shipping charges 40c
Loose-leaf Decrees and songs (2 pages) 1½c per leaf. Shipping charges extra

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes ................................... Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes ................................. Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes ................................. Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes ........... Price $7.00

Shipping charges extra

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM' "
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning with February 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with January 1943.

Subscription price America $3.50. Single Copy 35c
In other countries $4.00. Single Copy 40c

(Allowance will be made on two months' unexpired 1942 subscriptions)

CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation; showing each individual's relationship to his own Individualized God Presence—the "Mighty 'I AM'."

Size — 5½x8½. Price 25c — Shipping charges 5c
Size — 12x21. Price $1.00. Shipping charges 20c

On Heavy Linen 30x52. Price $12.00 Shipping charges Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION
Above Charts mechanically animated ....................} Size 12x21 Price $65.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated..........................} Size 12x21 Price $65.00

(Shipping charges extra)

At Present only large Flames and large Charts are available.

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.

Size 12x16. Price each $2.00—Shipping charges 35c

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.

Size 8x10 Price each $ 2.50 Shipping charges 45c
Size 11x14 Price each $ 3.50 Shipping charges 50c
Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
Size 30x40 Price each $25.00 Express charges collect
Profile Size 15x19½ Price each $10.00 Express charges collect
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MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Already Released
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME

NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
*SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
"I AM" HERE
*ARCHANGEL MICHAEL

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfre Ray King and Lotus Ray King. These Songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Each contains a beautifully lithographed cover in colors, especially designed for that piece of music.

Our present stock of these songs will be sold at the regular price of $1.00 each with shipping charges of 35c. New editions will require an increased charge. This includes all the above songs with the exception of the three marked with an *. These songs are now priced at $1.25 each; shipping charges 35c.

The "Song of the Violet Flame" contains four (4) color plates. These color plates may also be purchased singly (without music).

SONG FOLDERS
Each Folder contains three songs, together with music and lyrics, as follows:

1. "I AM" Here
2. Angels of Saint Germain
3. Freedom's Triumph
4. Great Hercules—Thou Elohim
5. Mary, the Mother of Jesus
6. Archangel Michael

Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King
Lotus Ray King
Music and Lyrics
Lotus Ray King

Price per folder $2.25—Shipping charges extra (35c)

"CRYSTAL CUPS"
Small Size—for individual use

Price $7.00
Packing and shipping charges 70c

Large size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use. Individuals may have these, if they so desire.

Price $25.00
Shipping charges $1.40

These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS
(16" for Playbacks only)

65  1. Goddess of Purity (Duet) ..................................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ
    2. Leto, Blessed Leto .......................................................... Shrine Audience

66  "I AM Come (Duet) ............................................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

NOTE: This Record contains two selections on one side—No. 65, and one on the opposite side—No. 66; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Record made of Blue Transparent material, and is sold and shipped only from the Santa Fe, New Mexico Branch.

Price each $5.25—Shipping charges extra
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